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Sport can
make a society
stronger
Abdoul Raoufou Ousmane (25)
empowering himself as a sports leader
@ ISA partner PSTIC, Egypt.

“As a sports leader,
I introduce people from different
backgrounds to each other”

“One day, in 10 years time or so, I would like
to return to my home country – the Central
African Republic – and make a difference there.
How? By implementing the concept of sport for
development that I’ve learned about here in Cairo.
I’ve come to see sport not only as a good way to
limit stress, keep fit and stay healthy. It also strikes
me as an ideal tool to teach kids how one can change
and take control over one’s own life. Besides, it is
very useful in community development efforts. This
is an insight I see confirmed on a daily basis, working
for the Psycho-social Services and Training Institute
(PSTIC).”

Taking the opportunity
“Last year, I was mainly working as a sports leader
on a PSTIC programme that lets the many refugee
children in this city play with Egyptian kids.
I love this programme, since there are very
few things better than to see kids having
fun, to see refugee children playing
with Egyptian ones, and to see those
refugee kids enter Egyptian youth
centers to join community
activities.

As a representative of the programme, I
participated in a round-table meeting set
up by ISA and its partner organisation ASPIRE.
The meeting proved to be very inspirational;
I realised how little teaching or coaching
experience I had, and took the training opportunity
ISA offered me to learn more about sport for
development.”

Interacting with others
“For example, the cooperative games I learned
about in this training now make it easier for refugee
children to connect with Egyptian kids and vice versa.
I’ve also learned to look beyond the sports field,
introducing refugee and Egyptian parents to each
other. I believe that it makes a society stronger
when people from different cultural backgrounds
not only live in that society, but also learn
to interact with each other in a peaceful,
respectful manner. Sport can play an
important role in this, if applied properly
– and I’m happy that, thanks to ISA, I
now know how to apply it.”
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preface

The power of young people
In 2013 we encouraged thousands of boys and girls to use their power.
To empower themselves step by step, through sports. In addition to this we
worked at strengthening the capacity of local non-governmental organizations
(NGOs). We also made ourselves more powerful, so that we were even better
able to support young people like Abdoul (page 02) and Esther (page 26) to
break with poverty and violence.

Power through teamwork
Government support for international
(development) cooperation is under pressure
worldwide, partly due to the economic crisis. In
2013, the Dutch government cut down 1 billion
euros on developing cooperation. This cut is
the reason why for the first time in decades the
Netherlands will not meet the international
standards for developing cooperation. Decreasing
government support necessitates developing
organizations to join forces. Not only between
themselves, but with every party that can be
useful to add to the increase of the effectiveness
of developing work. For that reason we made
extra investments in the past year to connect
organizations – from NGOs and educational
institutes to governments and companies.
By stimulating collaboration in our sphere of
action, we also continued our position last year
as an organization dedicated to young people in
countries with low incomes and (post) conflict

zones by means of sports. In our target countries
we cooperate with local networks and grassroots
organizations, but also with governments. (The
governments consider the Netherlands, in part
thanks to our long-term efforts, as a loyal and
honest partner – also for economic cooperation.)
Together with these organizations we fight for
social and economic inclusion of minorities, such
as refugees.

This annual report reflects how we supported and
strengthened the capacity of young people form
disadvantaged areas. How we worked together
with dozens of partners from all over the world.
How you contributed (or could still contribute) to
this goal, no matter whether you are a government
institution, a company, a fund, a training college, a
research institute, an NGO or a student.

Power through knowledge
Above all, we fight for sustainable change in
the behaviour of young people. Partly due
to our support, they will get the skills and
possibilities to become ‘change agents’. That is:
they will learn to take their future in their own
hands and at the same time give their friends,
relatives and neighbours a boost. Their belief
in progress nourishes ours and makes sure that
we are constantly looking for innovative ways
to integrate sports in NGO and government
programmes. For this, among other things,
reliable knowledge of the impact of sports on
young people is a necessity; knowledge of their
social development, their economic position
and their escape out of the cycle of poverty and
violence.
In this annual report, you can read how we
gathered this knowledge, developed it and
shared it in 2013. How we organized exchange
projects between young people and adults from

the Netherlands and from the target countries.
How we departed from the needs of grassroots
organizations in all our activities. How we not
only offered advice, coaching and training courses
to these organizations, but also introduced
them to each other, so as to create powerful
national Sport for Development networks. How
this reinforcement and communication not only
resulted in tailor-made programmes for young
people, but also in a more robust civil society –
essential to ensure justice for all citizens.
If you want to team up with us, or have any
questions whatsoever about this annual report,
feel free to contact us! Send an e-mail to:
info@isa-youth.org
Kind regards,
Leonie Hallers
General director International Sports Alliance
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Looking for a
smart approach to
development?

meet
The International Sports Alliance (ISA) promotes ‘Sport for Development’. By
this, we mean the long-term, scientifically supported use of sports as a tool for
development.Particularly to enable youth from disadvantaged backgrounds to create
a better future – for themselves, their families and their communities.
We envision a world in which once-marginalized
young people have participated in Sport for
Development activities and, by doing so,
have learned to drive their own future, have
strengthened their confidence, have become
active citizens and have committed themselves
to building up their community. A world, in short,
in which they are agents of change, and as such
break the vicious cycle of poverty, injustice,
violence and inequality that has kept them and
their families at the margin of society. We believe
sustainable grassroots organisations play a
crucial role in this process.

New name, same organisation

How do we support grassroots
organisations?

More
concretely?

By supporting their capacity development,
a process of continuous learning that strengthens
the ability of individuals, groups, organisations
and networks to:
• execute their core business;
• solve problems;
• define and achieve goals;
• advocate for and deal with development needs.

The capacity development we support revolves
around:
• sport leadership & life skills;
• organisational strengthening:
- planning and management;
- monitoring, evaluation and learning;
- sustainable organisational models;
• multi-stakeholder partnerships.

Whether it is about youth empowerment,
knowledge & advocacy activities or exchange
projects: in 2013 our home base was the
Netherlands. For the years to come we will stay
there, with our esteemed Dutch partners such as
the Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs. However,
since the beginning of 2014 we have a new name:
we no longer call ourselves Netherlands Sport
Alliance International (NSA International), but
International Sports Alliance (ISA). This has to do
with the globalization of cooperation. As ISA we
will be better recognizable as the internationally
operating party that we are. A party that realizes
that no one can win the game single-handedly.
Only as a worldwide alliance, to which you belong
(or can belong), we will in the long run to continue
scoring goals.
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we strive for an impact on 3 areas
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Living in safe and secure communities
is vital for the positive development
of young people. They themselves are
key stakeholders in conflict resolution
and peace building. Under the right
supporting conditions they can act as
community leaders in reconciliation
and post-conflict reconstruction,
establishing themselves as the next
generation of leaders, building safe and
secure communities.

“We mainstream
gender equality”
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Since labour is the main asset of youth
from disadvantaged backgrounds,
making them more productive is
the best way to reduce poverty. This
requires improving opportunities
to earn an income, developing the
human capital to take advantage of
those opportunities and encouraging
entrepreneurship and entrepreneurial
skills in order to enhance their
economic position.
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As evidence and experience show,
healthy young people are better
equipped to take care of themselves,
to provide for their families and to
contribute to their communities as
young citizens. Therefore it is key to
improve healthy practices and hygiene,
to increase awareness on sexual
transmittable diseases and to reduce
stigma, in order to promote a healthy
lifestyle.

“Equality between men and women is a human right
and a precondition for sustainable development. Sadly,
gender inequity and discrimination remain deeply
entrenched and widely tolerated throughout the world.
Limitations placed upon girls and young women restrain
them both from fulfilling their potential as an individual
and from playing a significant role in the development

of their communities. We mainstream gender equality
into the planning, implementation and monitoring of
all our programmes and projects. At least 40% of all
participants and beneficiaries of these programmes and
projects are female.”
Martijn Harlaar, Director of programmes ISA
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… and we have 3 programmes for this

Knowledge
& Advocacy
Within this programme, we
initiate, develop and design
resources and researches.
Also we advocate for Sport for
Development amongst sports
federations, governments and
the public at large.

READ MORE ON PAGE 15!

Youth
Empowerment

Exchange

Via this programme, our
largest one, we use sports
to create opportunities for
young people in communities
affected by violence and
poverty. This focus also
resonates in ISA’s tagline:
‘Empowering young people’.

This programme is all about
realising opportunities to
exchange experiences and,
by doing so, to learn and get
inspired. The exchange is for
organisations and individuals
from both our partner
countries and the Netherlands.

READ MORE ON PAGE 08!

In 2013, roughly 75 percent of our attention and resources was allocated
to the programme Youth empowerment through sports. The other two
programmes, Knowledge & Advocacy and Exchange, consist of activities

READ MORE ON PAGE 20!

less directly linked to (although definitely supportive of) our mission.
These two programmes have represented a respective 15 and 10 percent
of all our activities.
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OK, so where do we do all this?

Why there?

Apart from our work in the Netherlands, we collaborate with
partner organisations in eight countries affected by violence,
poverty and/or other development challenges:

We have chosen and continue to choose our countries of operation
based upon:

• Burkina Faso
• Mali
• Kenya
• Uganda

• South-Sudan
• Egypt
• Indonesia
• Surinam

• development needs assessments;
• requests for assistance;
• our own organisational capacity and experience;
• current policies on international development.
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The focus of this programme is to enhance the capabilities of young
people from disadvantaged backgrounds and offer them opportunities
to create a better future for themselves, their family and their
community. In 2013, we have initiated and supported several Sport
for Development programmes in developing countries, in close
cooperation with partners. Our local partners are responsible for
the implementation of these Sport for Development programmes.
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Youth empowerment
through sports
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East Africa

28

76

2.076

07

30

800

12

24

300

Indonesia

11

09

1.485

Surinam

26

38

570

total

81

177

5.231

Kenya, Uganda,
South-Sudan

Middle East
& North Africa
Egypt

West Africa
Burkina Faso,
Mali
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spotlight on

West Africa
Burkina Faso and Mali

Mali

In 2013, ISA invested in developing the
first national Sport for Development
network in Mali. We brought four
organisations together. Besides sharing
experiences, the network focuses on
organising trainings for sport leaders,
a national Sport for Development week
and a joint lobby towards both other
development organisations and the
Malian government.
We supported this process by training thirty
community and youth workers. These Malian
community and youth workers organised ten
events, reaching 800 boys and girls with Sport for
Development activities.
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“We put more emphasis on life skills”

Name 		
Papa Joseph Théra
Organisation
L’Institut pour l’Éducation
Populaire (IEP), key partner of
ISA and responsible for weekly
sporting activities to develop
Malian children’s life skills
Position
Principal of IEP

How have you implemented sport for
development purposes?

To what extend have you used this new
ability and knowledge?

“We first learned about the concept ‘Sport for
Development’ in 2013. This happened through
a process of capacity building coordinated by
ISA’s partner organisation ORFED. Twenty-five
of our teachers and sport leaders participated.
Unfortunately, there were only that many
spots available, otherwise even more teachers
would have participated. All participants got
the opportunity to put into practice the skills
and competences acquired during the training
sessions. Small groups of teachers and sport
leaders were formed, which then organised
multiple Sport for Development activities
for the children from both our school and
the surrounding neighbourhoods. As a staff
member, I’ve seen how the capacity building
process increased our ability to set up Sport for
Development activities and also taught us to
integrate the Sport for Development concept as
part of our core business.”  

“The knowledge gained during this process has
already become an integral element of all our
sporting activities. The weekly sporting activities,
for example, put more emphasis on life skills
now. For example, the pass and dribble exercises
are designed in such a way that they increase
mutual solidarity among the children. Also,
the annual jeux olympiques wherein all school
children participate has now been designed in
line with the action plan created and the sport
for development premises learned during the
capacity building process.”

Any future plans that you would like to
mention?
“IEP is pretty advanced in its tools and methods.
Part of what we do is consulting other schools
and education institutes about the tools and
methods we use. Sport for Development
excellently fits within our approach of popular
education. Together with ISA and ORFED we
decided to select the most enthusiastic and
qualified teachers and sport leaders trained
in 2013. From 2014 on, they will take the lead
in training people active in other schools and
regions. ORFED will facilitate this exciting
process.”
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East Africa
spotlight on

Kenya, Uganda and South-Sudan

Kenya

In 2013, ISA continued its support
to the Kenya Sport for Development
Partnership (KSDP). In KSDP, twentyfive Kenyan sport and development
organisations from different regions have
joined their forces. Under the leadership
and coordination of the organisation
Seeds of Peace Africa (SOPA), KSDP
worked on improving the position of
Kenyan youth by using sport as a tool.
Throughout the year, ISA focused on the
conflicts between different ethnic groups in
Kenya, with the eye on the elections at the
beginning of March. The last elections, in 2007,
had caused violent conflicts in various places
throughout Kenya. By training young sport
leaders on ‘peaceful co-existence’ and ‘conflict
transformation’, and organizing a national peace
campaign, ISA was able to contribute to the
prevention of new violence.

“We promote unity in diversity”

Name 		
Kevin Obware
Organisation
Kisumu Youth Football
Association (KYFA), member
of the Kenya Sport for
Development Partnership
Position
Director

How has your organisation used sport
in 2013?

What was KYFA’s most important
impact, last year?

“We want to build a safe and secure community.
Inclusivity is an important factor in this, so
KYFA’s youth football leagues were – and still are
– inclusive of all children, irrespective of socio
economic or religious background. Also, we used
sport for capacity development and mentorship;
KYFA’s coaching and refereeing courses have
a component on leadership and mentorship
of children. Thirdly, sports and recreation
have been means to bring out issues affecting
the community; KYFA, together with other
organisations and community leaders in Kisumu,
has organised sports events, peace festivals and
youth and inter-religious dialogue forums, all to
promote peaceful coexistence amongst different
ethnic groups.”

“Its contribution to a peaceful pre- and postelection period. Young people affiliated to KYFA
were active as ‘community advocates’, promoting
peaceful coexistence; a coexistence unaffected by
cultural divides or the outcome of the elections.”

How did ISA contribute to your work?
“Through capacity building, among other things.
ISA first and foremost focused on programming
and attendant components of planning, resource
mobilisation, and monitoring and evaluation.
Some of these capacities were already built
and improved in previous years courtesy of ISA,
others got extra attention in 2013. All of them,
however, played a major role in our programmes
and organisation. ISA’s support for community
cinema screenings in the run up to the elections
was also important. These screenings played a
major role in mobilising community members
and starting a dialogue with them about peaceful
coexistence; about the fact that there can be
unity in diversity.”
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Middle East & North Africa
spotlight on

Egypt

Egypt

In 2013, in cooperation with our local partner Aspire,
we organised the first round table meeting about Sport
for Development in Egypt. ‘Steps towards collaboration’
was the lead theme of this gathering, which took place
in Cairo. Nineteen participants represented a total of
twelve organisations.
The most important result of the round table meeting was
setting up the Egypt Sport for Development Network (ESDN). In
collaboration with the twelve parties that are united in ESDN, we
focused on strengthening the use of sport for social development
in Egypt. Despite the social unrest in Egypt in 2013, ESDN has
taken important steps in its development. Through strengthening
the capacity of both the individual local organisations and the
network, ESDN has worked on improving the position of youth
and women in the Egyptian society. In 2013 we have invested in
educating sport leaders of over ten local organisations to organise
Sport for Development events. In 2014, we will look for further
Sport for Development opportunities in North Africa and the
Middle East.

“We launched a national
network”
What were your main Sport for
Development activities in 2013?

Name 		
Nanis Yousri
Organisation
Aspire, an Egyptian company
supporting positive youth
development and coordinator
of the Egyptian Sport for
Development Network
Position
Programme coordinator

“Through our partnership with ISA we were able
to promote the concept and practice of Sport
for Development in Egypt. Most importantly, we
launched the Egyptian Sport for Development
Network (ESDN), which connected many
organisations working with different target
beneficiaries, from children in general to rural
girls and refugees. These organisations were
already serving or planning to serve those target
groups through sports.”

What role did ISA play in ESDN’s
activities?
“We have worked together as network members
in planning our network’s activities. This was
achieved through a round table meeting in March
2013, organised by ISA and the company Aspire,
which resulted in a game plan for 2013-2015. In
partnership with ISA, we also developed a life
skills curriculum using a Sports and Experiential

Learning methodology that can be used by
different network members. The curriculum
covered various topics, such as role modelling,
teamwork, values, communication, safety and
security, children challenges and different age
characteristics.”

What will be your next step?
“At the end of 2013, the NGO members of
ESDN were getting ready to learn about how
to prepare a big sports event for their target
beneficiaries. This process started with giving
all organisations the chance to get a grant.
The interested members attended a training
course on how to write a proposal to apply for
this grant. Nine organisations applied. In 2014,
they will participate in a series of trainings on
the following topics: How to prepare a sports
event, experiential learning, documentation and
reporting of sports days.”
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Indonesia
In 2013, eleven Indonesian organisations
formed the Indonesian Sport for
Development Partnership (ISDP).
Coordinated by ISA, they identified
five common obstacles for their work.
Also, they successfully organised sport
festivals in five cities. Around 1.365 boys
and girls participated in the festivals’
Sport for Development activities, from
street football, football, futsal, rugby,
boxing and badminton, to table tennis,
running, aerobics and wheelchair racing.
5 obstacles for Sport for Development in
Indonesia:
1	Lack of a sport leaders curriculum based on
using sports to develop life-skills
2 	Lack of a working system for Monitoring and
Evaluation
3 	Lack of resources
4 	Lack of public knowledge about sport and
Sport for Development
5 	Lack of government knowledge and support
for sport and Sport for Development

“We improved our curriculum”
What role does sport play in your
activities?

Name 		
Aby Tasya
Organisation
Gen-B (Generasion Baru,
‘the new generation’), an
active NGO member of ISDP
that uses sports to teach life
skills to Indonesian children
and youth
Position
Project coordinator and
sports leader

“We teach kids values by playing games
and doing fun drills wit them, for instance
at our Basketball and Futsal Academy. We
use techniques taught by ISA, combining life
skill education with sport practice. Sport for
Development is really suitable for us, because we
support the values, purpose and concerns that it
addresses. Of course, it helps immensely to see
how happy our activities make the children. ”

How did ISA help you?
“Among other things, they helped us to create
a useful Sport for Development curriculum that
matches Indonesian cultures of learning. This
has not only led to practical improvements in our
curriculum, but also equipped us better to set up
short- and long-term programmes.”

12
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Surinam

“We designed a new strategy”

In Surinam, we focused on developing community sport
and culture organisations through strengthening youth
leadership. Youth leaders can grow into role models in
the area of Sport for Development in Suriname. From
this position they can, in the long run, support and
strengthen other local initiatives.
ISA works closely together with the local Embassy of the
Netherlands and Projekta, a civil society organisation from
Surinam that advocates for good governance, democracy, gender
equality and women’s rights. Projekta is the lead implementing
agency of the programme ‘Active citizens through culture and
sport’, supported by ISA. As a coordinator, it has carefully selected
and invited sixteen culture and sport organisations and over thirty
young leaders to participate in that programme. The organisations
and their youth leaders gathered in 2013 for a programme
introduction weekend and workshops to:
1 Sustainably promote sport and culture
2	Realise a network of young sport and culture trainers, coaches,
and active young citizens
3	Provide a sustainable impulse to the capacity for sport and
cultural organisations as part of civil society

What does dance mean to you?

Name 		
Jurrel Pawirodredjo
Organisation
Sana Budaya Dance Company
Position
Dancer, secretary, representative
for ‘Active citizens through
culture and sport’

“When I dance, I’m in another world; one with its
own rules and principles. Being there gives me
energy. Dancing allows me to do things I would
never do off stage. I can express myself, and
feel free to be different. Dance is a way to show
the world who I am and where I am from. As a
cultural expression, it is also an important part
of a country’s soul; it contributes to its strength.
I’ve always felt the need to dance, but there
weren’t many opportunities to do so. So you can
imagine my excitement when, as a teenager, I got
introduced to Sana Budaya. I felt immediately at
home and never left.”

What did you learn at this dancing
school?
“So much. Not just physically. As a performing
art, dancing is all about coordination and
interaction with both the audience and your
fellow-performers. It’s about expression, focus,

presentation. I have learned to communicate
better and work together with others; to be
disciplined, to know who I am and to stand
for my own ideas, but to also be flexible when
dealing with other people’s opinions.”

How have these acquired skills come
to use?
“On many occasions, for example when I became
a participant in ‘Active citizens through culture
and sport’. My participation in this programme
has allowed me to talk and exchange ideas
with different kinds of people. They are from
organisations that, like Sana Budaya, want
to empower local communities and other
stakeholders to bring positive, sustainable
change to Surinam. To be honest, I didn’t expect
so many young people in this programme – let
alone for them to be so ambitious about social
development. Also, I had no idea there were this
many organisations in Surinam working on the
same objective, either through culture or sports,
willing to improve and evaluate themselves.
Seeing all the enthusiasm and realising our
organisations could work together as a team, was
a real eye-opener for me.”

13
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Sport for
Development
2012-2015
ISA coordinates the programme ‘Sport for Development
2012-2015’, which it implements in cooperation with
Right to Play the Netherlands and KNVB/WorldCoaches.
The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Netherlands
supports the programme, which entered its second year
in 2013.
‘Sport for Development 2012-2015’ focuses on enhancing the use
of Sport for Development in eight different countries. It particularly
provides disadvantaged children, youth and women increased
opportunities to participate in society.

Communication
For effective implementation of the programme, proper
cooperation is key. This cooperation takes place at different levels:
between the three Dutch programme partners, with organisations
in the eight countries and with interested partner organisations in
the Netherlands. In 2013, ISA has invested a significant amount of
time in improving the communication and collaboration within the
programme in order to maximise the results of joint efforts.

Special partnership
“We embrace the value of
partnership”

Name 		
Eva van Rijen
Organisation
The Ministry of Foreign Affairs
of the Netherlands the main
supporting agency behind
the programme Sport for
Development 2012-2015
Position
Programme coordinator

“To this Ministry, sport is a very valuable catalyst
of development and peace. Like the late Nelson
Mandela once stated: ‘It brings people together,
irrespective of age, gender, belief or origin. Sport
has the power to change the world. It has the
power to inspire, it has the power to unite people
in a way that little else does. It speaks to youth
in a language they understand. Sport can create
hope, where once there was only despair. This is
an important reason for us to support Sport for
Development 2012-2015.”

Improving capacity
“In 2013, our cooperation with ISA has helped
us to connect and collaborate with grassroots
Sport for Development organisations, NGO’s,
universities and knowledge institutes around
the world. This collaboration has resulted
in an improved capacity of local Sport for
Development coaches and organisations. It
has also led to active local networks for joint
advocacy and the exchange of knowledge and
experience. We are pleased with these results,
since we embrace the value of networking and
partnership.”

14
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Educational institutes and organisations
strenghtened

Knowledge
& Advocacy
In 2013, ISA continued to promote the development of knowledge
on Sport for Development, spreading this knowledge and making
as many people as possible aware of the power of sport.Inspired
by our research findings we advocated for Sport for Development
and for a better future for young people through sports among
sports federations, governments and the public at large. Enhanced
awareness and up-to-date knowledge amongst these stakeholders will
improve the efficiency, effectiveness and sustainability of ISA’s work.

25
Youth reached

4.500
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Academic research
The academic publication Sport for
Development: the potential value and
next steps (Utrecht University) is based
on a review of international policies,
programmes and academic research for
Sport for Development in the period
1998-2013. The publication gives
academic support for the value of sport
and describes the mechanisms that are
important for the implementation of
Sport for Development.
An essential element in the publication,
developed with the help of ISA, Right to Play
the Netherlands and KNVB/WorldCoaches, is
the ‘Sport for Development model’. This model
shows how sport can contribute to development
on the level of intermediate outcomes, such
as the development of life skills, the increase
in social interaction and mobilization, the
establishment of relationships, the development
of role models, the growth of self-confidence
and the development of social awareness and
community.

RESULT
Several national and international academic
courses and universities of applied sciences have
expressed their interest in adding the publication
to their curriculum.

Sport for Development: the potential
value and next steps can be downloaded
for free via www.isa-youth.org.

“We got the chance to sharpen
our vision”

Name 		
Frank van Eekeren
Organisation
Utrecht University, connected
to the field of Sport for
Development for many years
and responsible for several
research projects on this topic
in collaboration with and/or on
behalf of ISA
Position
Senior advisor and researcher

“Sport has some unique features to contribute
to development. For example, sport can
attract target groups that are usually hard to
reach. Sport can also be regarded as a site for
socialization experiences and it can stimulate
social processes of participation – which can be
key to reach certain development goals. We built
up a lot of knowledge and experience concerning
Sport for Development over the last 15 years. ISA
gave us an opportunity to use that knowledge
and experience to sharpen our vision, develop
a model and formulate relevant future research
questions.”

Doing a thorough review
“More specifically, ISA and their partners in
the Dutch ‘Sport for Development 2012 –
2015’ programme, KNVB and Right to Play the
Netherlands, invited us to answer the following
questions: What is the potential of sport as a tool
for development? And how to benefit from that
potential in the best possible way? To answer
these questions, we did a thorough policy and
academic literature review, including the analysis
of more than 200 articles, books and policy
documents over the 1998-2013 period. This
resulted in a well-received publication.”

16

Monitoring, Evaluation
and Learning
ISA assesses its own impact in a
structured way in order to learn from
implemented activities, improve current
practices and account for results. To
do so ISA uses different methods of
monitoring, evaluation and learning.
Amongst these methods are innovative
and participative tools such as AKVO
RSR, Most Significant Change and
Participatory Video (PV).
In 2013 ISA facilitated a PV process amongst local
partners in Kenya. This meant that staff members
and involved youth were equipped with camera’s
to collect stories that represent the effect of sport
on development.
All these stories were gathered into a rough
edit that was shown to several interested
stakeholders during a ‘community viewing’.
Based upon their feedback the final version of
the video was edited. This process generated
a widely shared impression of the outcomes
and effects of the intervention at stake. PV
promoted involvement of different stakeholders
in evaluation processes, created interaction and
allowed organisations to visualize their results.
RESULT

Improved understanding of organisational
impact amongst ISA’s Kenyan partners through
six video stories.
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“We improved youth programmes
via participatory video”

Name 		
Bas Mutsaards
Organisation
Beem Design, an audiovisual
company specialized in
commercial photography
and film, and involved in the
Participatory Video process
mentioned above
Position
Founder and owner

“I used to play basketball, ever since I was 10
years old. So I know something of what sports
can bring you. Especially in a country like Kenya,
it is really important to teach children certain
norms and values, ‘life skills’ they haven’t
learned at home or at school. This education
can be done through sports. In Kenya, I noticed
a lot of kids aren’t really focussed in class, in
part because of their lack of confidence. It was
very fulfilling to see that when they entered the
football pitch and played well, they got respect
from the class, became more confident and for
that reason started to focus more on school
work.”

Creating one’s own story
“For me, the Participatory Video process is
about telling stories and creating a feeling. It is
giving locals a video camera, and with that the
possibility to create their own story. The idea
is for them to let the community participate in

this process. That way, you get a video in which
the whole community tells their story – a very
powerful result! For some of the people we
worked with, it was the first time they’d ever
held a video camera. None the less, everybody
produced their own video, which was really
fulfilling for me as a teacher.”

Giving basketball training
“It was quite an impressive experience for me,
being in Kenya. I felt I saw the real Africa, not
the clichés. In fact, it was so impressive that I’ll
probably go back to Nairobi this summer. Not to
do Participatory Video, though. I want to train
basketball coaches and players – both adults and
children.”
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Tailor-made Life Skills &
Sport Leadership curriculum

“We share new insights with our
students”

We supported several international
partner organisations to develop a Life
Skills & Sport Leadership curriculum.
Two employees of our Egyptian partner
organisation Aspire visited the Netherlands
in July 2013. Their mission: to develop an
Egyptianised Life Skills & Sport Leadership,
together with three experts from ISA. Through
a process of sharing and learning, a tailormade curriculum was realised, which will be
implemented during several Life Skills & Sport
Leadership trainings in Cairo, Middle- and Upper
Egypt.

Sharing knowledge
A few months later, in November, two ISA
experts on curriculum development travelled
to Indonesia. Together with four local experts
from the Indonesian Sport for Development
Partnership, they developed a curriculum for
training sport leaders in Life Skills & Sport
Leadership. The knowledge and materials from
NSA International were combined with the
knowledge and experience from all partners,
two of them coming from a university where
future Physical Education Teachers are educated,
and two of them coming from an implementing
organisation that focuses on grassroots sports.
By the end of 2013, the curriculum was finished
in both Bahasa Indonesia and English. In
2014, a pilot training will take place using this
curriculum.

RESULT
The development of tailor-made curriculums
for training sport leaders in Life Skills & Sport
Leadership.

Name 		
Bambang Abduljabbar
Organisation
UPI, one of the leading
universities for sports and
physical education in Indonesia,
located in Bandung and an active
member of the Indonesian Sport
for Development Partnership
Position
Vice-dean and lecturer

“I see Sport for Development as a tool for change.
It is a useful instrument to improve the society’s
fitness condition, since it is able to empower both
individuals and communities – not in the least
because sport and games are very popular. The
more relevant parties partner up, the stronger
the movement to use Sport for Development
becomes. And the stronger the movement,
the more parties will open their doors and
collaborate – from universities to organisations
that might not have sport as their focus but do
use it or would like to.”

Benefiting from insights
“For UPI, an increase of partnerships opens up
new horizons of knowledge development and
education. These are horizons we constantly
look for and move towards. So we’re happy
that, thanks to ISA, we got formal and nonformal trainings in 2013, providing us with new
insights that we can share with our students. I am
convinced these students will benefit from those
insights – both in their professional future and in
their private lives.”

18
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Lectures & curriculum
development

“We put our trust in the next
generation”

In 2013, ISA held several lectures and
workshops on Sport for Development,
reaching a total number of over 200
Dutch students. ISA also contributed
to the development of the new minor
Sport Development at the Amsterdam
University of Applied Sciences.
The new minor focuses on how to address
social challenges through sport in national and
international context. Core theme of the minor is
empowering people and building communities
through sustainable sport programs. Subjects
taught in the minor include sustainable (sport)
structures, capacity building, community
development, social entrepreneurship and
intercultural communication. The upcoming
years, ISA will be involved in the implementation
of this minor through guest lectures and
workshops. using this curriculum.

RESULT
Increased awareness on sport and development
amongst young people. More in particular: the
development of the minor Sport Development.

Name 		
Jaap van Hulten
Organisation
The faculty of Sport,
Management and Business
(at the Amsterdam University
of Applied Sciences), which
educates young people to
become multi-functional
sports managers and sport
entrepreneurs. The faculty
values the theme of Sport for
Development and collaborates
with ISA through curriculum
development, guest lectures,
exchanges and internships
Position
Director of Studies

“Sport has the power to make a change in society
and to unite people. It brings people together,
irrespective of age, gender, belief or origin.
We appreciate ISA for facilitating this process,
playing a key role herself in bringing together
people from Africa, the Middle-East, Indonesia
and the Netherlands. ISA also links the ideas
and work of our government with grass roots
organisations in the Netherlands as well as in
countries abroad. Furthermore, the organisation
supplies us with an overview of what is going on
in the field of Sport for Development, both in the
Netherlands and internationally.”

Supplying quality internships
“Thanks to our partnership with ISA, our faculty
has just signed an agreement with a local Kenyan
organisation. Next to that, ISA supplies us with
high quality level internships for our students.
ISA trusts that, with the proper knowledge, the
next generation will create a sustainable way to
ensure Sport for Development in the future. That
is where our faculty and ISA meet each other.”
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Involved organisations

Exchange
As global relationships between people grow ever more interconnected,
it becomes increasingly clear that what happens in other places has
an impact here, and vice versa. It is crucial for people to understand
both the changing world around them and their role in it. Cultural
and knowledge exchange opportunities contribute to a deepened
understanding of the world’s dynamics. That’s why in 2013, ISA has
promoted and organised such exchanges between Dutch students and
professionals on the one hand, and their peers from partner countries on
the other. We consider this a very important way to create awareness
on, to enhance knowledge of, and to increase involvement in Sport for
Development.

25
Involved students and professionals

80
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In 2013, ISA facilitated the first phase of
‘Sports Leaders International’. During this
multi-annual exchange programme, people
who use sport for (community) development
in the Netherlands exchange knowledge and
experiences with professionals who do similar
work in the borderlands between Kenya, SouthSudan and Uganda.
With support from ISA, those professionals implemented a special
programme in these borderlands, called the Peace & Sports
programme. Over the years, they have developed specific expertise
in creating dialogue and resolving conflicts through sports. Their
expertise, knowledge and methodology can be a valuable resource
to Dutch practitioners of sport for (community) development.

Input
10 representatives of a total of 8 organisations (4 from Holland, 4
from Africa) participated in the 1st exchange trip within the new
programme Sport Leaders International.

Sport Leaders
International

“We took home a lot of useful ideas
and methods”
Why did you participate in this
exchange programme?

Name 		
Kristel van den Tillaart
Organisation
Sportbedrijf Tilburg, participating
organisation in Sport Leaders
International
Position
Team leader community sports

The trip took them to Kenya and consisted of peace building and
community mapping workshops and field visits to pastoralist
communities.

Which organisations?

• 4 African ngo’s:
- Seeds of Peace Africa International (Kenya)
- Lokkichoggio Oropoi Kakuma Development
Organisation (Kenya)
- Kuron Peace Village (South-Sudan)
- Kotido Peace Initiative (Uganda)
• 2 Dutch educational institutes:
- Amsterdam University of Applied Sciences
- Koning Willem 1 College (ROC Sport &
Bewegen)
• 2 Dutch municipal sports organisations
- Sportbedrijf Tilburg
- Breda Actief
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RESULTS
Four Dutch sport and community
development organisations exchanged
valuable experience, knowledge and
expertise with peer organisations from
Kenya, South-Sudan and Uganda. Based
on this exchange, the two municipal sports
organisations (further) developed their
community sports policy and trained
employees. The two educational institutes
developed a community sports and Sport for
Development curriculum. Also, they trained
teachers and taught students on these
subjects.

“We wanted to increase the expertise of our
professionals and believe it’s always good to
learn from colleagues. We thought we could learn
a lot from the Kenyans. Youth is youth in any
context, but of course, the conditions in Kenya
are different than in the Netherlands. We were
curious what sport as a means for development
contributed to the boys and girls there, which
specific approaches were used is in Kenya and
to what extent we could use these approaches
ourselves, back home. We trusted ISA would
facilitate us to learn as much as possible. And
they did: with their knowledge, enthusiasm and
creativity, they helped us get the best out of this
trip and ourselves.”

What has the exchange brought you?
“First of all, it has given us a once-in-a-lifetime
experience. Exchanging experiences and
knowledge in Kenya made us realise even more
how important the role of sport can be and how
universal the appeal of sport is. More concretely,
we took back home a lot of useful ideas and
methods from the Kenyan professionals. We’ll
certainly try and implement them in our Dutch
context. We also saw confirmed how important
the role of the professional is in a community
– whether it’s in Kenya or in the Netherlands.
People in the field make the difference, so it’s
important to develop their skills. And that’s
exactly what we have done in Kenya.”
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International
Expert Meeting
The first International Expert
Meeting within the programme
‘Sport for Development 2012 –
2015’ took place in Nairobi, Kenya,
from November 28 to November
30 last year. During the event,
supported by ISA, the participating
experts engaged in workshops
and field visits that provided
opportunities for networking, sharing
and mutual learning. All sessions
put emphasis on the main theme:
‘Lessons from the grassroots’.
The 1st International Expert Meeting on Sport
for Development was attended by more than 30
representatives from 9 different countries.
RESULTS
Improved connections and knowledge sharing
amongst sport from development organisations
from nine countries. Also, the formulation
of the shared ‘Nairobi Declaration’, stressing
the potential of sport to promote positive
development of children and youngsters.
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“We are on the right track”

Name 		
Hubert Diabate
Organisation
ORFED (Organisation for Reflection,
training and Education for Democracy
and Development), key partner of ISA
in Mali and secretary of the Malian
Sport for Development network
Position
Managing director

Why did you participate in this
meeting?

What has the International Expert
Meeting brought you?

“I strongly believe that, in current Mali, Sport
for Development can play a significant role
in rebuilding and strengthening the country,
and more particularly improve the situation of
youth. I also believe that Sport for Development
is not yet sufficiently developed in my country.
Therefore I wanted to participate in what was my
first expert meeting on Sport for Development; to
learn more about the concept from international
partners. I am very glad ISA brought together all
those different actors from different parts of the
world doing different programmes within the
same domain.”

“It made me realise that we are on the right
track in Mali. That is: what we are trying to
achieve appears to be in line with how other
organisations in the world are working. To see
that gave me extra confidence. Besides this,
I learned much from the workshops, some
of which were facilitated by ISA. I especially
enjoyed learning about innovative Monitoring &
Evaluation and economic empowerment through
sport. These concepts are not yet known in Mali
and could be used in future projects.”
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Partners
West Africa (Burkina Faso, Mali)

Indonesia

ORFED, Right to Play Mali, IEP Mali, Miriyawalé, AMPJF, ASY,
GRAASP, INJEPS

FootballPlus, Embassy of the Netherlands, Persatuan Rugby Union
Indonesia, Fighting for Lives Indonesia, Gen-B, Rumah Cemara,
Universitas Pendidikan Indonesia, Arbeiter Samariter Bund
Indonesia, LSM Cergas, Universitas Pattimura, Koa Mau, Papua
United

East Africa (Kenya, Uganda and
South-Sudan)
SOPA, KYFA, CREATA, Sadili Oval, Smart Ladies, A-STEP, PASCOD,
H-WAY, TYSA, Safe Spaces, Girls Unlimited, Amani Kibera, ICA, Box
Girls, Moving the Goalposts, Diocese of Lodwar, LOKADO, Angaza
Sports Development, Children Peace Initiative Kenya, Aniga
Women CBO, Gesao Foundation, Society Empowerment Project,
Mikadini Youth Sports Centre, Langata Youth Network, Uweza
Foundation, Vijana Amani Pamoja, Right to Play Kenya, Orange
Link, KISE, the Embassy of the Netherlands

Middle East & North Africa (Egypt)
ASPIRE, Embassy of the Netherlands, Care International, Center
for psychological and mental health training of refugees, UN
Women, MasterPeace, ADEW, UNICEF, Save the Children, Nahdet
El Mahrousa, Association of upper Egypt for education and
development, Hawaa el Mostakbal, El Shehab, YACI, Agial

Surinam
Projekta, Embassy of the Netherlands, Naks Wan Rutu Ala Firi,
Youth in Brokopondo, Leiding 14, SCV Sambura Woyupore, Bronsi
Loco, Rumas, De Arend, Youth of Brokopondo, Jigoro Kano,
Youth organisation Hollandse Kamp, Yellow Birds Taekwondo,
Soccerclub Wit Santie, YAM, Women club Overtoom, VHJI, Sangh
Parivar, Quano Boys, Esekematoko, Community organisation
Ramgoelan, Naks Ala Kondre Dron.

The Netherlands
Right To Play The Netherlands , WomenWin, KNVB / WorldCoaches,
RESPO International, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the
Netherlands, NCDO, E-Motive / Oxfam Novib, Utrecht University,
Amsterdam University of Applied Sciences, InHolland University
of Applied Sciences, Koning Willem I College, Breda Actief,
Sportbedrijf Tilburg, Stichting Oikos, AKVO, Upact, Vrije Stijl,
Jisk Film, Schrijf-Schrijf, Sport4Socialization,
Maaspoort Sport & Events
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Organisation
Team
In 2013, all activities of the International Sports Alliance were managed and carried
out by a dedicated team of employees, trainers, volunteers and trainees. People
passionate about sport and creating a positive contribution to a better world.

Leonie Hallers
General Director

Cees Noels
Financial Director

Martijn Harlaar
Director of Programmes

Board
In 2013, the board of NSA International
consisted of the following three members:
Rolf Oosterbaan
Chairman
Henrik Looij
Secretary

Ward Karssemeijer
Programme Officer

Niko Moreno Ruiz
Programme Officer

Anne van Nistelrooij
Programme Officer

and
Yara Hoppenbrouwers
Programme Officer

Giel Deelen
Programme Officer

Dick in ‘t Veld
Treasurer

Marian Berg Trainer

Jacobien Nagel Volunteer

Harry Supheert Trainer

Aniek Messink Trainee

Bart Kleijweg Trainer

Amber Fleury Trainee

Bart van de Vossenberg Volunteer

Sandra Spijkerman Trainee

Marjolein Wildeboer Volunteer

Matthijs Zantinge Trainee

Gerard Gutjens Volunteer
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Financial Report
Annual Account 2013

International Sports Alliance

Balance sheet

Annual Account 2013

International Sports Alliance

Statement of income and expenditure

Balance sheet

31 december

31 december

Fin. Stmnt.

Budget

Fin. Stmnt.

2013

2012

2013

2013

2012

(euro)

income

assets
Fixed assets
Tangible fixed assets

1.667

1.990

Claims and accrued assets
Cash and cash equivalents

4.309
555.847
975.650

560.156

977.317

562.146

liabilities
Reserves and funds
Contingency reserves

Short-term debts
Total liabilities

4.459
36.045
1.154.717
10.032

5.500
215.000
1.158.652
5.500

2.139
52.542
456.029
2.124

1.205.253

1.384.652

512.834

Expenditure on goals
Costs of generating income
Management and administration

1.083.497
0
111.000

1.207.831
20.000
148.546

434.474
3.812
43.156

Total expenditure

1.194.497

1.376.377

481.442

Total income

Current assets

Total assets

Income from direct fundraising
Revenues from joint campaigns
Government grants
Income from investments

42.148

530.754

31.392

935.169

530.754

977.317

562.146

0,5%

Income from investments

1%

Revenues from joint campaigns

2%

Government grants

96,5 %

Expenditure on goals

90%

Management and administration

9%

Contingency reserve

1%

income

expenditure

net result

31.392

Income from direct fundraising

10.756

8.275

31.392

Appropiation of net income
Added / charged to:
- Contingency reserve

10.756

Total

10.756

Compensation of the management team

Compensation of the board

The salaries of the management team of ISA are in line with the
standards of the Dutch ‘regulation on remuneration of directors of
1
charities’.

The board of ISA does not receive any remuneration for their efforts.
They only receive an allowance for travel costs made on behalf of the
organisation.
2

expenditure
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sport has
changed me
Esther Kitui (25)
empowering herself as a sports leader
@ ISA partner ASTEP, Kenya

“Everyone has a dream. Mine
is coming true. I am improving the
skills I need to inspire, train and mentor female
sex workers. I’m talking about the women here in Kenya
whose life is at risk because they’re exposed to drugs and HIV/
AIDS, and who’d do anything to find a better way of earning money.
Women, in short, who remind me of me – of the girl I was.”

Becoming a sports leader
“My name is Esther Kitui. I am 25 years old, I live in the
neighbourhood Langas of the city of Eldoret, and yes, I
used to be a sex worker too. I got out of that life thanks
to sports, or to be more exact: through ASTEP, the Africa
Sport Talent and Empowerment Organisation. ASTEP works
closely together with International Sports Alliance and one
day persuaded me to come and play for one of their football
teams. I enjoyed it massively, was identified as a talent and
needed no further persuasion to return frequently.
Often, after playing football, ASTEP would organise

Finishing high school
“I have been trained, for instance, to boost people’s
confidence, to teach them the value of collaboration,
to assist them in setting goals, to strengthen their willpower and to show them how important it is to respect
both themselves and others. Outside of the football field,
I focus on reaching sex workers. Coming from that world,
it’s easy to connect with them and tell them how sport
could change their life the way it has changed mine. ‘Peereducation’, ASTEP calls this.Apart from this, I go from door
to door to give people in my neighbourhood information on

“As a sports leader, I am also a pedagogical
educator who empowers players socially”
discussion sessions on life skills, HIV/AIDS and the risks
of certain sexual behaviour. ASTEP provided me with
the opportunity to become a ‘sport leader’ and
I grabbed it, realising the path of sports was a
less risky and healthier one than that of a sex
worker. Now, I manage both senior and junior
football teams, boys and girls. This entails
more than teaching sportive skills. A
sport leader is also a pedagogical
educator who empowers
players socially.”

health care. I also assist those infected with HIV/AIDS to
get treatment, feeling I would probably have become
a victim of this disease myself, sooner or later, had I
not changed my course. I am particularly proud of
inspiring two girls who were also sex workers to
go back to school. They have now completed
their high school education successfully –
something I still hope to do, one day,
too.”
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any questions,
ideas or response?
Don’t hesitate, mail ISA!
info@isa-youth.org
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youtube.com.com/ISA_youth
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